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Summary
This practical book explores innovative ways for teachers to “conquer” the many curricular challenges
they face in diverse, contemporary classrooms. It encourages teachers to weave an authentic teaching
tapestry where content knowledge, strategies and understanding are drawn from one subject discipline
and used to enrich and apply to others.
This remarkable book revolves around five “I” principles: inclusiveness, identity, inquiry, integration
and innovation. It discusses each component and identifies its role in contributing to the potential for
student success. Teachers will find thematic model units that focus on integration within a subject area
and across different subject areas, such as history, drama, English and maths. Suggested inquiry
projects illustrate how teachers can skilfully integrate curriculum areas, encourage students to see
different perspectives, think critically and imaginatively about ideas, work with new material in
various contexts and represent their new knowledge in precise and profound ways.
Conquering the Crowded Curriculum will help teachers:
• create a classroom that celebrates the unique understanding of their students
• listen to both “silent” and heard voices in the classroom
• inspire all students to discover their voice and see their potential
• provide relevant contexts for learning based on thematic integrated inquiry units
• explore project-based learning in junior, intermediate and secondary classrooms
• expand their repertoire of proven strategies for teaching and assessing learning
• recognise the power of dynamic teaching to face challenges and advocate for meaningful change.
Based on the author’s extensive teaching experience, the book champions a collaborative approach to
delivering a curriculum that is relevant and engaging and recognises that students learn not only with
their minds but with their bodies and with their emotions.
Conquering the Crowded Curriculum offers new and experienced teachers imaginative ways to
“connect the curriculum dots” so that teaching works and learning matters.
Other Resources
• Upgrade Your Curriculum: Practical Ways to Transform Units and Engage Students (112014)
• The Principal’s Guide to Curriculum Leadership (CO5386)
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